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ABSTRACT

Many organizationsfail to interpret what the competitive advantages of their business.
Based on lean philosophy about waste, one of the reasons is to unlock (by understanding
and take advantages) of their employee's potential. This paper proposes a conceptual
framework of the so-called 'Fitted Management'. The concept discusses two issues i.e. 1)
'Fitted Management', an integrated concept of performance challenges, performance
measurement and performance management combined with the vision and missions into
competitive management; 2) 'Human Transformation', a conceptual model to support the
first concept. It discusses the processing of exploring human capabilities (in organization)
and how to manage this (tofit with the organization) as well as business competition in
dynamic market and business climates.
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INTRODUCTION

Economic foundations have lately shifted
from focus on natural resources to intellectual
assets. This shift should therefore encourage
companies to focus on the creation and growth
of existing intellectual capacities, as well as its
use to achieve competitive advantage (Smart,
1997). Accordingly, Hansen (1999) suggested
that company executive members should test
the knowledge of their business, as well as
how this knowledge may be fully be utilized in
entering the global market. Guthridge et aI.,

..

(2008) added that this is due to the challenges
companies face in the next decade, implying
on the company's capacities in stimulating,
selecting, and utilizing the talents acquired as
an initiative in improving competitive
advantage in the global market.

However, although companies under
competitive atmospheres perform initiatives to
improve competitive advantage, in reality
there is no consensus with regards to the
'excellent point' based on measurements of its
activities. As a result, current business








































